FOUNDATION COURSES (CAN ALSO BE TAKEN AS ELECTIVES)

Arab Studies
1. ARST 401: UNDERSTANDING THE ARAB WORLD
2. ARST 619: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Asian Studies
3. ASST 511: INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY: EAST ASIA (ASST ONLY)
4. ASST 520: THE GROWTH OF CHINESE MILITARY POWER (ASST ONLY)
5. ASST 534: NEGOTIATION IN ASIA
6. ASST 668: THEORY AND POLICY IN ASIA

German and European Studies
7. GEST 590: EUROPEAN UNION (GEST ONLY)
8. GEST 599: THE EU, NORTH AFRICA AND SAHEL
9. GEST 674: TRANSATLANTIC PUBLIC DIPLOMACY

Global Human Development
10. GHDP 502: POLITICAL ECONOMY OF INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (GHDP ONLY)

Government
11. GOVT 443: RUSSIAN FOREIGN POLICY
12. GOVT 546: STATES AND SOCIETIES IN LATIN AMERICA
13. GOVT 562: CONFLICT AND DEMOCRACY
14. GOVT 573: HUMAN RIGHTS AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
15. GOVT 577: CORRUPTION, CONFLICT AND SECURITY

International Affairs
16. INAF 380: NEGOTIATION, MEDIATION AND POLITICAL PERSUASION
17. INAF 449: CHINA’S EVOLVING ROLE IN AFRICA
18. INAF 648: INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT
19. INAF 653: AMERICA’S NATIONAL SECURITY TOOL BOX
20. INAF 687: REFUGEE LAW AND POLICY

Latin American Studies
21. LASP 503: STATES AND SOCIETIES IN LATIN AMERICA (LASP ONLY)
22. LASP 577: INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN LATIN AMERICA
23. LASP 579: PEACE PROCESS AND POST-CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION IN LATIN AMERICA

Master of Science in Foreign Service
24. MSFS 507: GLOBALIZATION: INTERSOCIETAL RELATIONS (MSFS ONLY)
25. MSFS 510: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORY AND PRACTICE (MSFS ONLY)
26. MSFS 531: GLOBAL POWER AND GOVERNANCE TODAY
27. MSFS 535: INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY
28. MSFS 562: PUBLIC DIPLOMACY
29. MSFS 610: US & CHINA: DECISIONS ON WAR AND PEACE
30. MSFS 613: COMPARATIVE REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
31. MSFS 616: DIPLOMATIC AND MILITARY STATECRAFT
32. MSFS 623: INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATION
33. MSFS 655: INTERNATIONAL LAW
34. MSFS 695: CORPORATE AND PUBLIC DIPLOMACY
35. MSFS 718: THE FUTURE OF DIPLOMACY
Russian and East European Studies
36 REES 453: CASPIAN ENERGY: THEORY AND PRACTICE
37 REES 461: CONTESTED TERRITORIES AND DIVIDED SOCIETIES
38 REES 610: BUILDING CAPITALISM: POST-COMMUNIST TRANSITION

Security Studies
39 SEST 510: US NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY (SSP ONLY)
40 SEST 518: US, CONVENTIONAL WAR AND IRREGULAR CONFLICT
41 SEST 530: INTERNATIONAL SECURITY (SSP ONLY)
42 SEST 537: ETHNIC CONFLICT AND CIVIL WAR (SSP ONLY)
43 SEST 538: MILITARY ANALYSIS (SSP ONLY)
44 SEST 546: TERRORISM AND COUNTERTERRORISM (SSP ONLY)
45 SEST 569: THEORY OF CYBERWAR (SSP ONLY)
46 SEST 573: SECURITY ISSUES IN SOUTH ASIA
47 SEST 583: CHINA AND ITS MILITARY (SSP ONLY)
48 SEST 594-01: ENERGY AND SECURITY
49 SEST 602: VIOLENT NON-STATE ACTORS IN WORLD POLITICS (SSP ONLY)

ELECTIVE COURSES

Arab Studies
1 ARST 500: HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE EAST (ARST ONLY)
2 ARST 561: POLITICS OF NORTH AFRICA
3 ARST 629: ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY AND CONFLICT
4 ARST 647: POLITICS OF SYRIA

Asian Studies
5 ASST 524: CHINESE POLITICS (ASST ONLY)
6 ASST 530: ILLICIT ECONOMIES IN ASIA (ASST ONLY)
7 ASST 541: ASIA’S NATIONALISMS
8 ASST 711: POLITICS AND SOCIETIES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
9 ASST 720: FUNDAMENTAL DYNAMICS: US-CHINA RELATIONS

German and European Studies
10 GEST 495: EU MANAGEMENT OF BREXIT
11 GEST 547: EUROPEAN ECONOMY (GEST ONLY)
12 GEST 582: POLITICS OF EUROPEAN SECURITY (GEST ONLY)

Global Human Development
13 GHDP 501: ECONOMICS OF DEVELOPMENT: GROWTH (GHDP ONLY)
14 GHDP 622: FIELD OPERATIONS FOR HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
15 GHDP 671: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Government
16 GOVT 493: THE CIVIL AND SOCIAL COMMUNITY
17 GOVT 501: ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL DATA
18 GOVT 539: ELECTORAL VIOLENCE: ANALYSIS
19 GOVT 550: DEMOCRACY PROMOTION
20 GOVT 551: COMPARATIVE POLICY PROCESS
21 GOVT 554: INTERNATIONAL ELECTORAL POLICY AND PRACTICE
GOVT 558: POLITICS OF ENERGY IN RUSSIA AND EUROPE
GOVT 580: CONFLICT RESOLUTION THEORY (CON RES ONLY)
GOVT 583: STRATEGIC COLLABORATION
GOVT 587: TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
GOVT 599: PEACE PROCESS AND POST-CONFLICT IN LATIN AMERICA
GOVT 610: URBAN LAW AND POLICY

International Affairs
INAF 440: US APPROACH TO MIDDLE EAST AND ARAB-ISRAELI PEACE
INAF 482: SYSTEMS ENGINEERING IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
INAF 524: HUMAN RIGHTS, PLURALISM AND EQUALITY
INAF 694: REFUGEE AND HUMANITARIAN EMERGENCIES

Latin American Studies
LASP 521: ENERGY SECURITY IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE
LASP 580: CITIZEN SECURITY AND DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA

Master of Science in Foreign Service
MSFS 575: POLITICAL RISK ASSESSMENT
MSFS 601: CHALLENGES IN NATIONAL SECURITY DECISION MAKING
MSFS 604: CLIMATE POLICY AND DIPLOMACY
MSFS 709: TECH FOR DEVELOPMENT
MSFS 713: PUBLIC COMMUNICATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Russian and East European Studies
REES 550: CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN THE FORMER USSR

Security Studies
SEST 611: COVERT ACTION AND COUNTERINTELLIGENCE (SSP ONLY)
SEST 652: IRAN'S NATIONAL SECURITY POLICIES (SSP ONLY)
SEST 728: RUSSIAN STRATEGY IN THE MIDDLE EAST (SSP/REES ONLY)